
A very bright and “ringy” instrument.  It sounds different than other ukuleles, but it’s a very clean, crisp, ringy sound.  I 
like the added fluorocarbon strings.

UkeGuide

Scale Length Measured Scale Length Number of Frets Side Marker Dots? Body Style

Concert 15 inches 18 (14 to body) No Double Bout

Sound Board Back & Sides Fretboard Bridge Radius Fretboard?

Laminate Flamed Maple Laminate Flamed Maple Rosewood Rosewood (Tie bar) No

Nut & Saddle Compensated Saddle? Finish Overall Length & Weight Tuner Type

Bone No Gloss 24.25 in., 1 lb, 4.4 oz. Rear Facing Geared

AcNon at 1st Fret AcNon at 12th Fret Nut Width Space @ 1st Fret* Depth @ 3rd Fret**

0.5 mm 2.65 mm 36.12 8.89 mm (29.96 G-A) 21.99 mm

Caramel Flamed Maple MC64 Concert Ukulele

Cost 
(U.S. Dollars) $0 $1500

Value
Price exceeds value

Build Quality
CriNcal issues Appears flawless

Appearance
Plain Many appointments

Availability 
(At Nme of review) Difficult to find

Sound Quality
Poor

Volume
Soc/Muted Loud

Tone
Dark Bright

Price meets value Value exceeds price

Readily available

Excellent

Playability
Build makes playing easier

Caramel has learned a lot, and is pufng our some fine quality ukuleles.  This model looks beauNful, has a 
bright, crisp, and clean sound, and is incredibly affordablke with a nice kit of accessories.  I would love to see 
a black fretboard and bridge (ebony?) to match the black headstock, a lihle less gloss (or more carefully 
applied), and side posiNon markers.  However, is it worth the asking price?  Yes—and it is worth more than 
that. 

$85.99 from Amazon

The flamed maple is gorgerous in its pale simplicity, the rosehe works well, and it is an ahracNve ukulele.  
The headstock is really nice, too!

Accessories Included: 10mm Gig Bag, accessories bag, tuner, cleaning cloths,  
picks, extra strings, straps, strap buhons (installed), guide 
Links: UkeStuff.Info  

The overall sound is bright, though it is balanced.  A lot of ring with this one.

4.5 Ukes

*Between Strings 
**Top of strings to bohom of neck

The acNon is very nice, and the fluorocarbon strings are a nice touch on the instrument.  The neck is very much on the “thick C-shape” side of things, and 
a different profile neck would be welcome.  The gloss neck will disappoint some players.  The slight larger nut is appreciated!  No side posiNon markers.

A clean overall build with laminate flamed maple.   Some glue on the inside, and some gloss pooling on the fretboard.  Upper horizontal 
brace is cut out for a truss rod which is not there.

This is a very nice laminate ukulele that would sell for over $200 from various other brands

It is a very loud and bright instrument.
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RaNng Summary Statement

This is sold on Amazon, availability is not consistent.  If you see one, buy it, because it may be a while before more come in!

Build does not ease playing

https://youtu.be/LtrgbizlpYE

